MANDATORY SAFETY BULLETIN

SUBJECT: INSTALLATION OF FRP WHEEL COVERS AND DECORATIVE PANEL ON BACK OF VEHICLES.

With reference to an accident which have occurred on another manufacturer’s Musik-Express type ride, BERTAZZON 3B srl has develop an upgrade kit to reduce risk for passenger’s long hais to get in contact with the wheels and risk for passengers to fall in between the vehicles.

BERTAZZON 3B Srl strongly suggest all owners of Musik-Express rides delivered before 1999 to install the hereinafter described kit to avoid risk the above mentioned accident to occur on Bertazzon’s rides.

Clients may decide to not install the above safety kit at its sole own risk.

DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Bertazzon has developed a complete protection kit consisting of the following components:
- No. 20 FRP wheel covers, to be installed on the radial arms, in between the vehicles;
- No. 20 FRP decorative panels to be installed on back of the vehicles.

This protection kit is designed to be installed on all Bertazzon’s Musik-Express with execution of minor adjustments.

Detailed installation instructions are supplied together with the components.
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